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Liesbeth Zack

The Pronominal Suffixes After
Two Consonants in Cairene Arabic:
A Historical Overview
Abstract Grammars and textbooks of Cairene Arabic dating from the nineteenth century show two sets of suffixes after two consonants: the suffixes as
used in modern Cairene Arabic: -aha, -ukum and -uhum, and a set with the vowel
i between word and suffix: -iha, -ikum and -ihum. This second set of suffixes started
to disappear at the end of the nineteenth century. The vowel i in -iha, -ikum and
-ihum is an epenthetic vowel which is inserted between the two consonants at
the end of the word (e.g. ism) and the suffixes -ha, -kum, -hum in order to break
up the cluster of three consonants. However, the origin of the vowels a and u in
the suffixes -aha, -ukum and -uhum is disputed. Some scholars, such as Birkeland
(1952) and Diem (1991), argue that these vowels are remnants of old case endings,
while others such as Owens (2006) and Watson (2002) claim that they are the result
of vowel harmony, in which the epenthetic vowel is influenced by the vowel in the
following syllable.
This paper will use historical written sources of Cairene Arabic to investigate
the occurrences of these suffixes before the nineteenth century. Then, nineteenth-
century sources are used to show the decline and disappearance of the suffixes
with i. Finally, the two theories concerning the origin of the vowels of the suffixes
will be discussed in light of these findings.
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1 Introduction
In modern Cairene Arabic, the pronominal suffixes after two consonants (CC) are as
follows:
Table 1. Pronominal suffixes in Cairene Arabic after CC.
MSG

FSG

PL

1

-i

-i

-ina

2

-ak

-ik

-ukum

3

-u

-aha

-uhum

In Cairene Arabic, clusters of three consonants are not allowed.1 Therefore, in 3FSG
and in the plural forms (Table 1, in boldface), an extra vowel is needed in order to
avoid a cluster of three consonants. This vowel is stressed. In 3FSG the vowel is a, in
1PL it is i, and in 2PL and 3PL it is u.
Sources from the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century display
two varieties for 3FSG, 2PL and 3PL. Besides the forms mentioned in Table 1, there
existed another set of suffixes. This set contains the buffer vowel i.
Table 2. Pronominal suffixes in Cairene Arabic after CC
in the nineteenth century and today.
Nineteenth century

Current situation

-iha, -aha

-aha

2PL

-ikum, -ukum

-ukum

3PL

-ihum, -uhum

-uhum

3FSG

The set of suffixes with i started to disappear at the end of the nineteenth century, and
this process was completed at the beginning of the twentieth century. This raises some
questions that will be addressed in this paper: Why were there two different sets of suffixes? Which one is the oldest? Why did the suffixes with i disappear? I will attempt to
shed light on these questions by looking at the suffixes in pre-twentieth-century texts.
This is no easy task, considering that this is a feature that can only be found in texts
in Arabic script that are vocalised, or in transcribed texts. Although the latter can be
found in abundance in the nineteenth century, they are very scarce in earlier periods.
The article will first discuss the current situation with regard to the vowels of
the suffixes in Cairo and the Delta. Then, evidence from texts from the fifteenth and
eighteenth centuries will be given, followed by an overview of suffixes found in texts
1 See Woidich (2006: 17).
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from the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century. In the final part, two
opposing views on the origin of these vowels will be given: while some researchers
claim they are remnants of old case endings, others propose that they are epenthetic
vowels that were affected by vowel harmony. These two theories will be discussed in
light of the situation in Cairene Arabic.

2 The current situation in Cairo and the Delta
Map 157 in Behnstedt and Woidich’s (1985 b) dialect atlas of Egypt (see Map 1) shows that
there are three distinct groups of suffixes in the Delta.2 The unshaded part, which covers most of the Delta, represents the set of suffixes -aha, -ukum, -uhum. The suffix -aha
is pronounced as -ihe or -ihi in pausa. The second group, indicated with a diamond, has
suffixes with the vowel i: -iha, -ikum, -ihum. The third group, marked with a triangle,
has both -iha and -aha. According to Behnstedt and Woidich’s (1985a: 78) Anmerkungen
zu den Karten, the i in the second and third group can be explained as an epenthetic

Map 1. Pronominal suffixes 3FSG, 2PL, 3PL after CC (Behnstedt and Woidich 1985b: map 157).
© Dr. Ludwig Reichert Verlag, Wiesbaden. C for Cairo added by the author.

2 The shaded part on the right, which represents the Šarqiyya, will not be taken into consideration here. Also, the region to the south of Cairo, in the Nile Valley, is not relevant here because
the suffixes contain an unstressed schwa. See Behnstedt and Woidich (1985a: 78).
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vowel to break up the sequence of three consonants. However, the vowel i in the pausal
forms -ihe# and -ihi# in group 1 (which has -aha in context and -ukum and -uhum for the
other forms) has a different origin. Because of pausal imāla (raising of final a), -aha# became -ahe# / -ahi#. The i-sound then spread to the left of the suffix. This is the group to
which Cairo belongs as well. Note, however, that Cairo does not have the pausal forms
-ihe# and -ihi#. The dialect of Cairo does not have pausal imāla anymore; this feature
disappeared in the nineteenth century (see Blanc 1973–1974; see also section 4.3 below).

3 Pre-nineteenth-century Cairene Arabic
Pre-nineteenth-century sources written in the dialect of Cairo are rare.3 There are no
reliable texts in transcription, and colloquial texts written in the Arabic script are very
scarce. Moreover, texts written in Arabic script in which information about the vowels
of the suffixes can be found are even harder to find, as it was not common practice to
mark texts with vowel signs.4 Below, two texts are discussed in which some information can be found; one from the fifteenth, and one from the eighteenth century.

3.1 Fifteenth century: ʕAlī Ibn Sūdūn al-Bašbuġāwī
One of the earliest texts that contains information about the vowels of the suffixes
is ʕAlī Ibn Sūdūn al-Bašbuġāwī’s fifteenth-century Nuzhat al-nufūs wa muḍḥik alʕabūs.5 Al-Bašbuġāwī was born in Cairo in 1407 and died in Damascus in 1464. His
humorous poems contain a good deal of colloquial elements, some of which are
vocalised. In his study of this text, Vrolijk (1998: 153) mentions one example of the
vocalised suffix هم:  َكنُّهمkannuhum ‘as if they are.’ He also mentions three vocalised examples of the 3FSG suffix with the vowel a:  َم ْه َرهاmahrahā ‘her dowry,’  ُو َّمهاw-ummaha
‘and her mother’ and سها
َ  فى راfī rāsahā ‘on her head’ (Vrolijk 1998: 153). I need to
clarify here that in the first two examples the fatḥa cannot be explained by the
accusative case, as in both instances the noun containing the suffix is the subject:
َ َخ
تصي َح ن ِْرن َْو
َ ْطبْت لَك
ِ ‘ ُو َّمهاand her mum cries meow’ 6 (Vrolijk 1998: 82 a l. 10), and ع ُرو ِس ْه َم ْه َرها
ْ عشر
وري
‘I got you engaged to a bride whose dower is twenty para’7 (Vrolijk 1998:
ُ ين
ِ فر
ِ

3 See Davies and Doss (2013: 26).
4 See Zack (2019: 210–212).
5 Text edition and study by Arnoud Vrolijk (1998). The work consists of two parts: the study (in
English) and the text edition. When referring to the edition of the Arabic text, the letter a is
mentioned after the page number.
6 The poem is about a little kitten.
7 The para was ¼0 of a piastre.
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83a l. 11). Of course, in the third example سها
َ ( فى راVrolijk 1998: 139a l. 14), the noun is
preceded by فى, so if there was a case ending, it would have been a kasra. However,
this last example poses a problem because rās ends in a single consonant and therefore the suffix would be expected to be -hā rather than -ahā. An explanation could be
that it should be read as raʔsahā. There are two other instances in which the word is
vocalised as سها
َ ( راVrolijk 1998: 140a l. 11 and p. 141a l. 13).
Vrolijk states that the suffix was -ihā when the syllable preceding the suffix contained an i or ī:
There is some evidence, however, that the intermediary vowel becomes ‘i’ when
the last syllable of the preceding word has an ‘i’ or ‘ī’ vowel:  بِاي ِدهَاbīdihā ‘in her
hand’ (82: 9). (Vrolijk 1998: 153)

Vrolijk suggests that this is a case of vowel harmony in which the vowel of the noun
influences the vowel of the suffix. Because the word ʔīd is colloquial, he does not seem
to consider the possibility that the i is in fact the genitive case ending. However, because ʔīd is preceded by bi-, it cannot be excluded that the vowel does in fact indicate
the genitive case, making this a mixed form containing both colloquial and classical
elements. However this may be, one example is not enough to establish a general
rule. Another important point is that in this example no vowel at all is needed because ʔīd (like rās) ends in one consonant and therefore takes the suffix -hā. This example is from a line of poetry, so the extra vowel is probably dictated by the metre.8
The only other examples with -ihā that I have found in this text are words that are
preceded by a preposition. For instance, forms like على رجْ لِها
َ (Vrolijk 1998: 112a l. 3) and
( فى يَومِ هاVrolijk 1998: 114 l. 15) are ambiguous because the kasra could be explained as
the genitive case ending. Also, the word ‘ إ ْس َمهاher name’ (Vrolijk 1998: 112a l. 2) with an
i in the preceding syllable, but the suffix -ahā rather than -ihā, contradicts Vrolijk’s
theory of vowel harmony.
Besides the examples mentioned by Vrolijk (1998: 153), I have found additional
instances of vocalised suffixes in which the vowel before the suffix is different than
the one expected in Classical Arabic: 9
-ahā:
ظهرها
‘ علىon her back’ (Vrolijk 1998: 112a l. 8 and 139a l. 15);
َ
ْ َ‘ ان المركب بthe belly of the boat is held back in the water’ (Vrolijk 1998:
طنَها ُمعَ ّوقَ ْه فى ال ُمويِ ْه
141a l. 1).

8 This is not the case in the examples of سها
َ را, because these all occur in prose text.
9 For instance, ‘ كنَّهاas if she’ (Vrolijk 1998: 98a l. 13) and ‘ تحت َهاunderneath her’ (Vrolijk 1998: 98a l 14)
both have a as in Classical Arabic.
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-ukum:
‘ يا ُح َر ْينُك ْم يَا بَ ْختِىOh your restive one (?), oh my good luck’ (Vrolijk 1998: 106a l. 4).10
No additional examples of the suffix  همwith vocalisation were found.
There are two passages, ‘The letter of Funayn’ (pp. 137a–139a) and ‘About the difference between a boat and a horse and what relates to this’ (pp. 139a–141a) in which
the suffix 3FSG is written as ـِ ِه ْه, representing the suffix -ihi with strong imāla, which
can still be found in the Delta (see section 2 above). Examples are ‘ تحْ تِ ِه ْهunderneath

her’ (Vrolijk 1998: 138a l. 15),11 ‘ قال ِل ِه ْهhe said to her’ (Vrolijk 1998: 140a l. 16) and ِرجْ ِل ِه ْه

‘her leg’ (Vrolijk 1998: 140a l. 17). ‘The letter of Funayn,’ from which the first example is taken, is a letter written by a fictional character from the Egyptian countryside
and was ‘an attempt to imitate and ridicule the speech of a baladī character’ (Vrolijk
1998: 141). The fact that al-Bašbuġāwī wrote the suffix with hāʔ rather than alif and
also marked the suffix with two kasras shows that he took some trouble to stress the
fact that this was not Cairene Arabic.

3.2. Eighteenth century: Liʕb al-Manār
The text of the shadow play Liʕb al-Manār ‘The play of the lighthouse,’ about the
famous lighthouse in Alexandria, dates from the sixteenth century, but the only surviving manuscript containing the text dates from 1707.12 The play was meant to be
performed rather than read in silence, and the manuscript shows signs of being used
during performances.13 Shadow plays were meant to entertain the masses. It is therefore not surprising that Liʕb al-Manār contains many colloquial elements.14 Although
the text is only sparsely vocalised, there are two instances of vocalised suffixes that
concern us here:  ُكلُّهمkulluhum (Kahle 1930: 8a l. 9) and  كلَّهاkullaha (Kahle 1930: 19a l.
7). However,  كلُّهمis the subject of the sentence, so this could also be interpreted as the

Classical Arabic case ending u.  كلَّهاwould have been in the nominative if it had been
Classical Arabic: ‘ وارض قبرص والجزاير كلَّها تنطاع لقولهand the land of Cyprus and all the islands obey his words.’ So here we do have proof of the suffix -aha.

10 According to the rules of Classical Arabic,  حرينshould have been in the accusative (see Caspari
and Wright 1862, vol. II: 63). The meaning of  حرينis not entirely clear. It is also used on p. 82a l. 7:
َاس يبَ ْختى
ْ يَا ح َُريْن الن. As both examples are from children’s rhymes, and the one on p. 82a is full of
diminutives, it seems most likely that  ح َُريْنis the diminutive of ‘ َحرونrestive.’
11 See also Vrolijk (1998: 153).
12 See Kahle (1930: 3–8) and Zack (2012: 333–334). References to Kahle’s (1930) edition of the
Arabic text are marked with the letter a after the page number.
13 See Kahle (1930: 1).
14 See Zack (2012: 335).
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What the examples in sections 3.1 and 3.2 show is that the forms with a and u most
likely were the norm. There are no unambiguous examples of suffixes with i from
this period that could not be attributed to the genitive case; however, the 3FSG form
-ihi was clearly stigmatised.
In the following paragraph, the appearance of the suffixes in nineteenth-century
sources will be discussed.

4 The nineteenth century
From the second half of the nineteenth century, many textbooks, language guides
and grammars of Cairene Arabic were published. These were written both by native
speakers and orientalists and aimed at teaching Arabic to foreign travellers. Most of
these used transcribed Arabic, or both transcription and Arabic script, which makes
them very useful sources for phonological research.15

4.1 -ikum / -ukum and -ihum / -ukum
Many nineteenth-century sources have -ukum and -uhum, which are the forms that
are used in Cairo nowadays. Some examples with u (ordered from the oldest to the
most recent sources) are:
–

hommà kân andohoum innàb 16 (Cadri 1868: 134) ‘they had grapes’;

–

buddůhum (biddůhum) (Spitta 1880: 54) ‘they want’;

–

we̊hum saḫṭâhum ḥagar kullůhum (Spitta 1883: 146) ‘and she turned them all into
stone’;

–

aan’doukoum (Vaujany 1884: 19) ‘you (PL) have’;

–

ma ʕandokumś adab (Spiro 1912: 50) ‘you have no manners.’

There are also a number of sources that mention -ikum and -ihum. Examples with
i include:
–

houmma kân ândehom (Nolden 1844: 141) ‘they had’;

–

intom andikom; nafsi-kom, nafsi-hom (Nakhlah 1874: 63; 137) ‘you (PL) have’; ‘yourselves, theirselves’;

–

( كبشت كبشه ذهب ورمتها فى َوسْطِ همDulac 1889: 67) ‘she took a handful of gold and threw it
among them’;

–

nafsi-kum, nafsi-hum (Thimm 1898: 42) ‘yourselves, theirselves.’

15 For more information about these types of books, see Zack (2016 and 2017).
16 The transcriptions have been kept as in the original sources.
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Some sources use both u and i:
–

tiqdar tohhot-tóhom tàhht el kursee au fil shâbakeh (Sacroug 1874: 296) ‘you may
put them under the seat or in the net’; hoom’ma aandĕhom (Sacroug 1874: 249)
‘they have’;

–

aħadû nafsŭhum (Van Berchem 1889: 99) ‘they stood up’; wĕqâmet elmara gâbet
elḥadîde min ennâr wĕkauwethum fi kaʕbihum (Van Berchem 1889: 101) ‘the woman
stood up, got the iron from the fire and ironed their heels’;

–

biddĭkum (auch buddŭkum) tiḍrabu (Seidel 1896: 37) ‘you (PL) want to hit.’

Spitta’s and Seidel’s examples with bidd ‘to want’ are interesting because they
show vowel harmony: besides biddůhum, a form buddůhum existed (Spitta
1880: 54) in which bidd has become budd under the influence of the vowel in the
next syllable. Seidel’s (1896: 37) biddĭkum / buddŭkum shows the same phenomenon. I have not found any other examples except for these two with the word
bidd.
Spitta (1880) is also interesting for another reason. Although his book is a very
detailed, scholarly description of the grammar of Cairene Arabic, and lists numerous variations, it does not mention ı̊ as ‘Bindevocal’ for the suffixes -kum and -hum
(see Spitta 1880: 54).
The last grammar which mentions the forms -ikum and -ihum is Marriott ([1930]).
However, its date of publication is misleading because it is based on C. A. Thimm’s
book that first appeared in 1897. It is very likely that this information was not updated in subsequent editions. Another late source which mentions these forms is
Chagavat’s Vocabulaire français-italien-arabe, which has no year of publication but
most probably dates from the early twentieth century.17 He mentions for instance
andékom, andéhom (Chagavat s.d.: 305).

4.2 -iha and -aha
Whereas most sources give either the forms with i or those with u for the suffixes 2PL
and 3PL, but not both, the situation is different when it comes to the suffix 3FSG. The
majority of the sources from the nineteenth century give both options -iha and -aha,
as can be seen in Table 3.
It is only at the beginning of the twentieth century that the suffix -iha falls into
disuse, as the table shows. Mahmoud Salem still mentions -iha 1940, although it
17 Although undated, some information about its year of publication can be deducted from a list of
other publications by the author mentioned at the end of the book. Of the 18 titles, only one can
be found in WorldCat: Mahomet et les Khalifes et l’Empire Ottoman (see http://www.worldcat.
org/oclc/14992167, accessed 30 April 2020). This book was published in 1912. Therefore, his
Vocabulaire must have been published after that.
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Table 3.
Distribution of the
suffixes -iha and -aha
in 30 texts.

-aha

-iha

1844 Nolden
1868 Cadri
1869 Hassan
1874 Nakhlah
1874 Sacroug
1879 Goldziher
1880 Spitta
1883 Spitta
1884 Mosconas
1884 Vaujany
1886 Probst
1887 Wied
1890 Vollers
1892 Haggenmacher
1895 Vollers-Burkitt
1893 Dirr
1893 Fiske
1896 Seidel
1898 Probst
1898 Robertson- Ayrût
1900 Nallino
1901 Willmore
1904 Fiske
1906 Prüfer
1912 Spiro
1913 Klippel
1917 Gairdner
1927 Elder
1928 Hug-Habachi
1940 Salem

needs to be noted that Salem is in many ways more conservative than most other
sources and therefore is not a reliable source to establish when a certain feature
became obsolete.18
Some examples with -iha:
–

anà farragtohoum alal madina kollihà (Cadri 1868: 346) ‘I showed them the whole
city’ (note also farragtohoum with u);

18 Salem’s 1940 publication is the second edition. It is unknown when the first edition was published. It could be much earlier and therefore account for some of the archaic features.
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–

fålammâ śâfhâ ʕaly ḥabbíha (Spitta 1880: 181) ‘when Ali saw her, he fell in love
with her’;

–

kanit siḥḥitik izzayyi-ha min wa·t ma-chuftik? (Salem 1940: 113) ‘how have you been
since I saw you last?’

And some examples with -aha:
–

mà rouhtahàch aslan (Cadri 1868: 246) ‘I’ve never been there’;

–

es-sâʕa táwwahā dáqqet t’láte (Hassan 1869: 32) ‘it has just struck three’;

–

issmaha ayh (Nakhlah 1874: 97) ‘what is her name?’;

–

min waqtáha (Haggenmacher 1892: 98) ‘since then’;

–

bint-ă-ha (Nallino 1900: 29) ‘her daughter.’

Nallino remarks:
I vocaboli terminanti con due consonanti, davanti ai suffissi che cominciano per
consonante devono prendere una vocale eufonica (§ 3), ossia ă od ĭ innanzi a hâ,
ĭ innanzi a nâ, ŭ innanzi a kum, hum. Da bint figlia : bint-ă-ha la figlia di lei, bint-ĭ-na
nostra figlia, bint-ŭ-kum la figlia vostra, bint-ŭ-hum la figlia loro. Al Cairo e nelle sue
vicinanze si accentua (§ 4) bintáhâ, bintína, bintúkum, bintúhum. (Nallino 1900: 30)
‘The words ending with two consonants before suffixes beginning with a consonant
must take a euphonic vowel (§ 3), namely ă or ĭ before hâ, ĭ before nâ, ŭ before kum,
hum. For bint daughter: bint-ă-ha her daughter, bint-ĭ-na our daughter, bint-ŭ-kum
your daughter, bint-ŭ-hum their daughter. In Cairo and its surroundings it is stressed
(§ 4) bintáhâ, bintína, bintúkum, bintúhum.’ (translation by the author)

What is interesting here is that Nallino first confirms that both a and i can be used before the suffix -ha, but then twice mentions the example bintaha only, which implies
that this was the preferred form at that time. This is corroborated by Spitta’s Grammatik des arabischen Vulgärdialektes von Aegypten (1880). In the following paradigm
(Figure 1), we can see that although he does not mention the forms -ikum and -ihum
(see section 3.1), he does mention both forms -iha and -aha:

Figure 1. The suffixes after CC in Spitta (1880: 153).
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The fact that the form śuglı̊ ha is given between brackets indicates that for Spitta it
was not the standard or preferred form. Spitta makes three statements about the
vowel of the suffix 3FSG:
Ferner steht er [=e], obwohl gerade nicht häufig, vor dem Suffix der 3. P. sing. fem.
hâ, wenn dieses an Formen gehängt wird, die mit zwei Consonanten eindigen.
Beispiele: ʕande̊ha „bei ihr“ […]. (Spitta 1880: 53)

On the same page, he mentions:
Der Zwischenvocal å kommt nur vor dem Suffix der 3. P. fem. sing. hâ (ha) vor, wenn
dasselbe an Substantiva oder Verba tritt, die mit zwei Consonanten schliessen; er
wechselt in dieser Function mit dem eben erwähnten e̊, von dem er überhaupt
schwer zu unterscheiden ist, und dem gleich zu besprechenden i̊ . (Spitta 1880: 53)

And on the next page:
Der Zwischenvocal ı̊ kommt zunächst als Bindevocal vor dem Suffix hâ (ha) vor,
z. B. 7, 2 bardı̊ ha „sie auch“; 7, 7 ʕandı̊ ha „bei ihr“, wo auch, wie eben erwähnt,
e̊ und å stehen können. (Spitta 1880: 54)

Summarising Spitta’s three statements, it can be concluded that a was the most common vowel for the suffix 3FSG. Besides these, the vowels i and e̊ were used as well,
although the use of the latter was ‘nicht häufig’ (‘not often’).
Taking the evidence from the sources into consideration, it can be concluded that
the forms with -ikum and -ihum disappeared from Cairene Arabic at the end of the
nineteenth century. The form -iha was more common than -ikum and -ihum and seems
to have survived longer: well into the twentieth century. However, even when the two
forms existed side by side, the form with a seems to have been the preferred one.

4.3 The nineteenth century: appearance and disappearance of a suffix
As discussed in section 3, there are no texts that show the suffixes with i in Cairene Arabic before the nineteenth century. This does not mean that they did not exist at all, but
merely that at the moment there is no evidence of their existence. The available texts
do indicate that the forms with a and u were used at that time, and that the 3FSG suffix
with strong imāla (-ihi) was stigmatised. The numerous attestations of suffixes with i in
nineteenth-century sources is interesting considering their absence in the earlier texts.
The appearance of the forms with i coincides with the waves of mass immigration from the surrounding countryside to Cairo that took place during the nineteenth
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century. Two devastating epidemics in 1831 and 1835 killed nearly a third of Cairo’s
population, but mass migration from the countryside made up for this loss, keeping
the number of inhabitants stable.19 During the remainder of the nineteenth century,
deaths continued to exceed births in the capital, so its growth was dependent entirely
on the arrival of rural migrants.20 Taking into consideration the influx of migrants
from the countryside, it is not surprising that Cairo became a melting pot of different dialects, which accounts for the existence of different suffixes side by side. Peter
Trudgill has shown that in situations of dialect contact, stigmatised forms tend to
disappear in favour of unmarked forms.21 Woidich (1994: 504–505) uses this theory to
explain the disappearance of another feature from Cairene Arabic in the second half
of the nineteenth century, the pausal imāla: 22
As townsfolk tend to look down on the peasants and a strong imāla was certainly
characteristic of peasant speech as it is today, the former avoided it and used the
context form instead in order to be different and to avoid being ridiculous. On
the other hand, rural speakers who wanted to adapt themselves to urban speech
avoided imāla for the same reason. (Woidich 1994: 505)

This is likely also the reason why at the turn of the twentieth century, the suffixes
with i disappeared: they were associated with rural speech. This is corroborated by
the current distribution of suffixes with i, which shows that it is a feature found in
the Delta, especially in the Minūfiyya province, located directly to the north of Cairo.
The first generation of immigrants used these ‘rural’ suffixes, which is why they were
recorded in the grammars and textbooks, and both sets of suffixes existed side by
side. But the forms with i were stigmatised by the original inhabitants of Cairo due to
their association with rural speech, and as the children of the immigrants took over
the ‘neutral’ forms of Cairene Arabic, the forms with i disappeared.

5 The vowels: Case endings or epenthetic vowels?
The origin of the vowels i, a and u that come between CC and the following suffixes in Cairene Arabic is disputed. Some scholars, such as Harris Birkeland (1952) and
Werner Diem (1991), claim that these vowels are remnants of old case endings. Others,
such as Janet Watson (2002) and Jonathan Owens (2006), argue that they are the result
of vowel harmony, in which the epenthetic vowel is influenced by the vowel of the
19 See Abu-Lughod (1971: 83 fn. 4).
20 See Abu-Lughod (1971: 115).
21 See Trudgill (1986: 11; 143).
22 See also Blanc (1973–1974).
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following phoneme. This discussion is quite a significant one because it addresses the
question of whether the modern Arabic dialects are descendants of a form of Arabic
in which case endings still existed. In this section, I will analyse these two theories in
further detail.

5.1 Theory 1: Vestiges of case endings
Proponents of the theory that the vowels are vestiges of case endings are Harris
Birkeland (1952) and Werner Diem (1991). Carl Brockelmann (1908) already proposed
that the vowels of the second person singular are remnants of the case endings. He
writes about *kā̆, *kī̆:
In den neuarab. Dialekten sind die Vokale durchweg abgefallen, und die Geschlech
ter werden nur noch durch Erhaltung der dem ursprünglichen Suffixvokal entsprechenden Nominalendungen, die auch auf das Verbum übertragen werden,
unterschieden: m. ak, f. ik. (Brockelmann 1908: 309)

Birkeland (1952) also focuses on the suffixes of the second person singular, stating that:
We must be allowed to […] conclude that in bētak < *bētakă it is the accusative
which is preserved, in bētik < *bētikĭ it is the genitive. The fact that an old case-
ending appears as an auxiliary vowel is well-known. And that the quality of this
vowel is determined by the following vowel is quite natural. (Birkeland 1952: 12)

Although Birkeland presents the use of old case endings as auxiliary vowels as a wellknown fact, he does not actually cite sources supporting this. However, as shown
above, Brockelmann (1908: 309) was a proponent of this view and was possibly the
inspiration for Birkeland’s theory.
Birkeland does not mention the auxiliary vowels of the suffixes -ha, -kum and -hum
explicitly, but he does mention that ‘[t]he u in ki’tābu is not the u of -hu, but the auxiliary
vowel, which before u was the original case-ending of the nominative […].’ (Birkeland
1952: 30). This shows that Birkeland extends his theory to the vowels of other suffixes.
Diem (1991: 301) supports Birkeland’s view: while according to Diem the inserted
vowel is originally a case ending, now become defunct, the choice of case ending was
actually dependent on the next vowel. He constructs the reduction of the final vowels
of the suffixes of the second person singular in three stages:
1. bint-aka, bint-ikī
2. bint-ak, bint-ikī
3. bint-ak, bint-ik
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Diem argues that first the case system broke down, but that the dialect still kept the
short vowels associated with the cases, and that therefore the choice of short vowels
in the suffixes was due to vowel harmony. The final short vowels only disappeared
after that, leaving the remnants of the case system in the vowels of -ak and -ik. As for
the other suffixes, Diem states that:
„Vokalharmonie“ […] zeigt sich auch bei anderen gebundenen Pronomina; vgl.
etwa für den Dialekt von Kairo bint-u < *bint-uhu, bint-aha, bint-ukum, bint-uhum ;
nur bint-ina ist eine Ausnahme. (Diem 1991: 301)

Summarising, it can be said that both Birkeland and Diem claim that the auxiliary
vowels can be traced back to old case endings, but that the choice of vowel was determined by vowel harmony, i.e. the vowel of the following syllable.

5.2 Theory 2: Vowel harmony
The second theory states that the vowels did not originate from a form of the language in which old case endings still existed; rather, they were epenthetic vowels
whose quality changed because of vowel harmony. Proponents of this theory are,
amongst others, Janet Watson and Jonathan Owens. Watson describes the system of
vowel harmony in Cairene Arabic as follows:
Whenever three consonants are potentially juxtaposed within the utterance,
epenthesis of [i] occurs between the second and third consonant. Within the word,
but not across word boundaries, the epenthetic vowel is realized as [u] to the left
of /u/. (Watson 2002: 64)

Watson explains the a in -aha as follows:
The [a] vowel in ḥabbaha ‘he loved her’ is due to assimilation of [guttural] from
the following guttural consonant and guttural vowel. (Watson 2002: 183 fn. 6)

Owens has a similar view:
The epenthetic vowel is usually a high vowel whose precise value, front, back or
mid, is determined by consonantal context. In a few dialects, including WSA23
and Cairene, the value of the epenthetic vowel is determined by the nature of the
following consonant formed by the pronominal suffix. There are three epenthetic
vowel values, [i, u, a]. [u] occurs before a suffix with [u], [a] occurs before -ha and
otherwise [i] occurs. (Owens 2006: 108)
23 Western Sudanic Arabic.
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Owens objects to the idea that the vowels u, i, a are remnants of old case endings
because this would imply that the Arabic dialects, and therefore also Cairene Arabic,
are a direct descendant of Old Arabic with a case system, a notion that he rejects. He
comments on Birkeland’s (1952) theory of remnants of case endings:
[…] Birkeland offers no independent motivation for his explanation, other than,
implicitly, the phonetic identity with CA case suffixes. There is no obvious explanation, for instance, as to why the genitive -i should have been preserved before
-na, -u before -hum, nor does Birkeland explain how the case endings were converted to non-morphological epenthetic status. (Owens 2006: 235)

Even though both theories have a different starting point, an earlier variety of the
dialect that either had, or did not have, case endings, the conclusion is the same: the
choice of vowels in the suffixes is due to vowel harmony.

6 Conclusion
In the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century, two sets of pronominal
suffixes after CC existed side by side in Cairene Arabic: one in which the vowel varies
(a or u, depending on the vowel of the following suffix), and another containing the
epenthetic vowel i. It is hard to establish which set of suffixes is the oldest one, due to
the scarcity of historical colloquial texts that display the vowels. It is possible that the
system with the epenthetic vowel i is the oldest one, and vowel harmony thereafter
resulted in the other set of suffixes. There is, however, no data to back this hypothesis.
Texts from the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries display the suffixes -aha, -ukum and
-uhum, but do not show suffixes with i that cannot be explained as the genitive case
ending, except for the stigmatised suffix of the third person feminine singular with
imāla: -ihi.
The suffixes with i are nowadays found in parts of the Delta. In the nineteenth
century, there was a wave of mass migration from the countryside to Cairo. The suffixes with i could therefore be heard in the streets of Cairo, and were subsequently
recorded in grammars and textbooks. It is possible that the original inhabitants of
Cairo associated these with rural speech. The disappearance of the suffixes with i can
therefore be explained by the wish of speakers of Cairene Arabic to dissociate themselves from these stigmatised forms.
As for the two theories about the origin of the extra vowels after CC, and whether
these are remnants of case endings or epenthetic vowels whose quality changed due
to vowel harmony, the current study has shown that vowel harmony does indeed
play a role in the formation of the suffixes. This can be seen in the pausal form of the
suffix -aha, which is -ihe# / -ihi# in some parts of the Delta. This goes back to a suffix
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-aha that was pronounced with pausal imāla: -ahe# / -ahi#. The e or i-sound of the last
syllable then influenced the vowel in the syllable to its left, turning it into i. This shows
that vowel harmony can spread to the left, which makes it likely that the suffixes
-iha, -ikum and -ihum, containing an epenthetic vowel i, were influenced in a similar style and became -aha, -ukum and -uhum. Additional proof of this is budduhum
(< bidduhum), recorded by Spitta (1880), and buddukum (< biddukum) (Seidel 1896),
which show that the vowel u of the suffix could even influence the vowel of the preceding noun.
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